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As devices move from full-scale prototype to commercial installations, it is important that developers
have detailed knowledge of the tidal energy resource. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the tidal
currents over the northwest European shelf seas has been examined to improve understanding of the
tidal-stream energy resource. Using a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model (ROMS) at �1 km spatial
resolution, and applying device characteristics of the Seagen-S turbine, we show that the ratio of the
amplitudes of the M2 and S2 tidal currents can lead to significant variability in annual practical power
generation – variability that is not accounted for when considering only the mean peak spring tidal
velocities, as is generally the case in resource feasibility studies. In addition, we show that diurnal
inequalities (governed by K1 and O1 tidal constituents) and tidal asymmetries (governed by the relation-
ship between M2 and its compound tide M4) over the northwest European shelf seas can further affect
power generation at potential high-energy sites. Based on these variabilities, the spatial distribution of
the tidal-stream ‘capacity factor’ has been calculated. We find that mean peak spring tidal velocities
can under-estimate the resource by up to 25%, and that annual practical power generation can vary by
�15% for regions experiencing similar mean peak spring tidal velocities, due to the influence of other tidal
constituents. Therefore, even preliminary resource assessments should be based on annual average
power density, rather than peak spring tidal velocity.
� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The tidal-stream renewable energy industry – where the kinetic
energy inherent in the oceans is converted into low carbon elec-
tricity – is at a crucial stage of development, where single-device
tidal-stream energy converters (TECs) have been installed and
grid-connected at high-energy sites (e.g., www.marinetur-
bines.com; www.openhydro.com). The next stage – the construc-
tion of offshore tidal energy farms, or TEC arrays – has been
granted consent at several sites around the world (e.g., www.fun-
dayforce.ca; www.emec.org.uk; www.thecrownestate.co.uk).
Initial site selection for these locations has generally been
informed by relatively superficial resource assessment modelling
products (e.g., BERR Atlas of UK Marine Renewables; [1], with par-
ticular emphasis on the magnitude of the peak spring tidal cur-
rents. However, there are a number of tidal resource assessments
in which mean peak spring tidal velocities are not used, for exam-
ple, Ramos et al. [2]. A number of factors should be considered
within any resource assessment, such as power generation, tem-
poral variability within the resource, site conditions (e.g., distance
to grid connection), as well as practical and socioeconomic con-
straints relating to grid infrastructure [3], governmental strategy
on low carbon energy (e.g., the ‘Renewables Obligation’ for the
UK; www.ofgem.gov.uk), and potential environmental impacts
(e.g. [4–7].

Whilst the most attractive sites around the world suitable for
tidal-stream development are well known, and are characterised
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by very strong tidal flow (e.g. [8,9]), a more detailed analysis of the
resource is required in order to reduce investor risk and help
developers choose the best locations for their technologies, as well
as to advise governments on resource optimisation according to
their strategic energy plan. We propose that particular emphasis
has been placed on tidal current magnitude for site selection and
not on its temporal variability, and the resultant net power. For
example, a site which has a lower peak tidal current than another
site may actually have a greater net resource, because the time
series velocities are more consistent, more symmetrical between
the flood and ebb phases of the tidal cycle, or less influenced by
atmospheric processes. Indeed, both Hashemi et al. [10] and
Lewis et al. [11] have demonstrated the impacts of waves and
wave-tide misalignment on the tidal currents in the Irish
Sea – the waves altering the predicted tidal currents by up to
±10%. Lewis et al. [12] have highlighted the implications of tidal
current misalignment (for fixed-orientation, horizontal-axis
turbines), as well as the limitations of the resource due to water
depth of deployment. Neill et al. [13] show the role of tidal asym-
metry for a semi-constricted channel in the Orkney archipelago.

Several tidal-stream resource assessments (e.g., [14,15]) have
studied tidal phasing and optimisation methods. Neill et al. [15]
introduce the issue of tidal phasing in relation to resource optimi-
sation over the European shelf, to generate ‘firm tidal power’, or a
continuous source of low-carbon electricity to the grid. Power
generation from regions of greatest tidal-stream resource (e.g.,
Orkney, the Channel Islands, and the eastern Irish Sea) are approxi-
mately in-phase with one another and, hence, aggregated power
generation at these sites will be characterised by modulation at
the quarter-diurnal period (i.e., sub-optimal power will be gener-
ated around each period of slack water, approximately four times
per day). However, little research has been conducted on the tem-
poral variability of the tidal-stream resource, and how this varies
spatially, which is essential when considering the ultimate goal
of firm power generation.

Here, we investigate the spatial and temporal variability of the
magnitude of the tidal currents and potential power production
across the northwest European shelf seas, with the aim of improv-
ing our understanding of the net tidal-stream energy resource and
optimising energy yield. We have simulated tidal flow over the
shelf using the three-dimensional Regional Ocean Modelling
System (ROMS), applied at higher spatial resolution (�1 km) than
has previously been achieved at this scale (e.g., [10,15]).
Although a 3D model has been implemented, results are presented
on the basis of depth-averaged velocities. These waters are some of
the most energetic in the world in terms of tidal energy dissipation
(i.e., dissipating approximately 10% (0.25 TW) of global tidal
energy; [9], and this study will therefore add considerable value
to the European marine renewable energy industry in terms of
resource assessment and potential optimisation strategies, and
our methodology could be applied to other regions of the world
with an energetic tidal resource.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the the-
ory of tidal variability over the northwest European shelf seas;
model characteristics and validation are described in Section 3;
analysis of the tidal current variability is presented in Section 4,
enabling the tidal-stream energy resource to be mapped according
to the criteria explained above; our discussions and conclusions
(Sections 5 and 6, respectively) are then presented in the final
sections.
2. Tidal variability

Tidal currents are driven by oceanic pressure gradients associ-
ated with the gravitational attraction between the Earth and the
Moon (lunar) and the Sun (solar), and their respective rotations
[16,17]. In most locations, the largest tidal constituent is the prin-
cipal lunar semi-diurnal (M2), which has a period of approximately
12.42 h – exactly half the time required for the Earth to rotate once
relative to the Moon. In the same way, the ‘principal solar semi-
diurnal’ (S2) tidal constituent, which has approximately half the
force of M2, has a period of 12 h – half a solar day. The propagation
of tidal currents in the deep ocean is primarily governed by the
linear superposition of M2 and S2, which are in-phase every
�14.75 days, producing aggregated tidal currents (springs), and
out-of-phase in between, producing minimum tidal currents
(neaps). Sub-optimal power generation will occur during neap
tides and full power potential is not realised during spring tides
at some sites. Here, we describe only tidal currents; in addition,
ocean currents may comprise other, non-tidal drivers, such as wind
and density gradients, which may contribute to, or reduce, the
available power resource.

We considered variability in the tidal currents over the lunar
(spring-neap) cycle. Variability in the magnitude of S2 tidal cur-
rents, relative to M2, occurs due to differences in quadratic friction
(with more friction at spring tides), and rotation between the two
harmonics, which causes differences in the positions of their
respective amphidromic points [18]. Here, lunar variability in tidal
currents was quantified according to the following ratio (R):

R ¼ 1� US2=UM2
� �

ð1Þ

where UM2 and US2 denote the amplitudes of the depth-averaged
tidal velocity at each model cell. The inverse ratio has been used
in Eq. (1) so that higher values signify a large M2 velocity amplitude
relative to S2, which is desirable for energy exploitation at lunar
timescales, given two sites of similar mean spring peak flow.

Beyond the well-known spring-neap tidal cycle that describes
the interaction between M2 and S2, a number of other harmonic
signals exist within the tide that vary spatially. Firstly, we look at
the daily modulation of the tide, as two consecutive tides can be
significantly different due to the declination of the Moon [16],
and are described by the interaction between the diurnal K1 and
O1 harmonics. The ‘tidal form’ varies around the globe, arising from
local differences in semi-diurnal and diurnal forcing constituents,
resulting in tides that range from strongly semi-diurnal to strongly
diurnal [19]. Pond and Pickard [19] classifies the Form ratio as:

F ¼ HK1 þ HO1ð Þ
HM2 þ HS2ð Þ ð2aÞ

where H signifies the amplitudes of tidal elevation; F > 3 indicates
diurnal tides, whereas F < 0.25 indicates semi-diurnal tides. Here,
we classify the daily modulation of the tidal currents over the
northwest European shelf seas, defined by the tidal current Form
ratio (Fu):

Fu ¼
UK1 þ UO1
� �
UM2 þ US2
� � ð2bÞ

which is based on the sum of the depth-averaged tidal current
amplitudes of the two principal diurnal constituents to that of the
two principal semi-diurnal constituents. If the tide is strongly
semi-diurnal, then equal amounts of power will be generated on
two consecutive tides. As the diurnal inequality strengthens, in
regions where the combined UK1 and UO1 diurnal current ampli-
tudes are significant, power generation may become sub-optimal
for one of these tides per day, hence, variability in peak power
generation per tide per day. The northwest European shelf seas
are strongly semi-diurnal, and F is generally less than 0.25; how-
ever, small variations in F, and hence Fu, will potentially generate
significant variability in the amount of practical power produced.
Based on this, we hypothesise that, for sites with similar peak
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depth-averaged currents, diurnal inequalities (i.e., higher values of
Fu) will reduce the available practical power, compared with sites
that are strongly semi-diurnal (i.e., lower values of Fu).

Finally, we look at tidal asymmetries and, hence, variability in
power generation over semi-diurnal timescales. Nonlinear pro-
cesses such as friction, advection (due to advective inertia forces),
and diffusion (due to turbulence) produce significant super-
harmonics of M2 which manifest the tidal currents into a
more complex signal comprising overtides – such as M4 [13].
M4-generated tidal asymmetries are particularly pronounced over
shallow continental shelf regions [20], where tidal energy exploita-
tion will concentrate and, hence, will produce asymmetries in
power extraction, reducing the overall energy yield [5]. It is gener-
ally the phase relationship between the principal semi-diurnal
tidal current (M2) and its quarter-diurnal first harmonic (M4) that
describes this tidal asymmetry [20], in addition to the M2:M4

magnitude ratio.
The phase relationship between the principal semi-diurnal tidal

current ð;UM2Þ and its quarter-diurnal harmonic ð;U M4Þ has been cal-
culated, according to Pingree and Griffith [20], as 2;UM2 � ;UM4. This
relationship represents M4-generated tidal asymmetry, where all
theoretical combinations of 2;UM2 � ;UM4 lie within the range
�360� to +720�. Therefore, this relationship was normalised,
spatially, to produce a relative phase relationship (within the range
0–360�), by subtracting the minimum theoretical phase relation-
ship, relative to the local ;UM2, i.e.:

A¼ sin 2;UM2ði;jÞ �;UM4ði;jÞ

h i
�min 2;UM2ði;jÞ �;UðkÞ

h ik¼360�

k¼0

� �
ð3Þ

where i and j denote the eastwards and northwards model cell posi-
tion, respectively. In Eq. (3), the sine of the relative phase relation-
ship has been equated to a metric for tidal asymmetry (A), which
denotes the (normalised) mean depth-averaged flood velocity
divided by the ebb velocity [13]. In the case where the flood and
ebb currents are equal, the relative phase relationship is 90� and
A = zero, and so power generated on the flood and ebb phases of
the tide is equal. Yet when the relative phase relationship is 0�, or
180�, A = ±1 and maximum asymmetry occurs; i.e., stronger veloci-
ties during the flooding tide than during the ebbing tide, or vice-
versa. Consequently, provided the tidal current amplitude of M4 is
significant, relative to that of M2, maximum power generation
may occur once per tidal cycle, rather than twice, and the overall
power production is reduced, compared with the symmetrical case,
even though peak velocity is higher. Therefore, we also hypothesise
that the overall energy yield is reduced for large M4 tidal ampli-
tudes that generate tidal asymmetry.

The above processes described by the additional tidal harmon-
ics O1, K1, and M4 are not routinely incorporated into tidal-stream
resource maps or optimal resource exploitation studies. However,
Polagye and Thomson [21] address some of these processes for a
case study in the Puget Sound, USA; specifically, they calculate
several metrics to characterise the resource at sites in Admiralty
Inlet, including a power metric based on the mean kinetic power
asymmetry between the flood and ebb currents. As we propose,
Polagye and Thomson [21] also voice caution in using mean veloc-
ity as a metric for tidal resource assessments. Following Polagye
and Thomson [21], we suggest improvements to the way in which
the tidal-stream resource map is characterised, based on magni-
tude and temporal variability in power production, rather than
traditional resource maps based on mean spring peak velocities.
Polagye and Thomson [21] considered harmonic variability in the
tidal currents collectively, when calculating net power densities,
whereas our approach investigates the variability of the principal
tidal constituents discretely, in order to improve the overall
resource characterisation.
3. Tidal model

Three-dimensional tidal currents were simulated over the
northwest European shelf seas using ROMS (Regional Ocean
Modelling system) – a free surface, terrain-following, primitive
equations ocean model. The hydrodynamics of ROMS are based
on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, with hydro-
static and Boussinesq assumptions [22,23]. A detailed description
of the numerical algorithms of ROMS were presented by
Shchepetkin and McWilliams [22].
3.1. Data input

Our domain extended from 14� W to 11� E, and 42� N to 62� N
(Fig. 1a). The domain was discretised with a horizontal curvilinear
grid, applying a variable longitudinal resolution of 1/60� (0.87–
1.38 km), and a latitudinal resolution of 1/100� (�1.11 km). The
bathymetric grid is based on GEBCO global data (www.gebco.net)
at 1/120� spatial resolution. The vertical grid consists of 10 layers
distributed according to the ROMS terrain-following coordinate
system. Therefore, the model domain comprises 30 million discrete
computational cells, approximately 40% of which are land cells.
The open boundaries of the model were forced by tidal elevation
(Chapman boundary condition) and tidal velocities (Flather bound-
ary condition), generated by 10 tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2,
K1, O1, P1, Q1, Mf, and Mm) obtained from TPX07 global tide data
with 1/4� resolution [24]; volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides). The physical
compilation specifications for our application were: quadratic bot-
tom friction (0.003 non-dimensional drag coefficient), horizontal
and vertical mixing of momentum, the generic length scale turbu-
lent closure model tuned to k � e (p = 3, m = 1.5, and n = 1; see [25].
Analogous examples of ROMS applications include: Haidvogel et al.
[26], Neill et al. [15], Hashemi and Neill [27], and Lewis et al. [12].
3.2. Implementation and validation

Robust estimates of the long-term power generation potential
of a site require an observation/simulation period of at least
30 days [21]. Our simulation period was 32 days, generating out-
put every 0.5 h after an initial 2-day model spin-up. Hence, we
use 30 days of tidal simulation for our tidal analysis, which is suf-
ficient for analysis of the following principal constituents: M2, S2,
K1, O1, and M4. Tidal analysis was performed on simulated eleva-
tions and depth-averaged velocities (i.e., approximately 2.35 mil-
lion separate analyses) over the 30-day period, producing
calculations of tidal current amplitudes and phases. Analyses were
performed using T_TIDE [28].

Our simulated elevations were validated at 20 coastal locations
(see Fig. 1b) against tide gauge data available from the UK National
Oceanography Centre (www.ntslf.org). The M2 and S2 semi-diurnal
tides are the primary tidal constituents across the shelf, and there-
fore for validation we analysed modelled M2 and S2 elevations
from the cell nearest to each tide gauge. Our simulation produced
M2 and S2 root mean squared errors (RMSE) of 15 cm and 5 cm in
amplitude, and 12� and 10� in phase, respectively (Fig. 1b), which
are comparable to other modelling studies of the shelf [10,29,30].
To validate our simulated tidal current speeds, comparisons were
made between the simulated depth-averaged currents and data
from 15 tidal current meters [31–33]; Fig. 1b). Again, the analysed
currents from the model cell nearest to each current meter were
compared to the data, producing M2 and S2 RMSE of 0.046 m s�1

and 0.016 m s�1 in amplitude, and 12� and 12� in phase,
respectively (Fig. 1b). Again, these errors are comparable to other
modelling studies of the shelf (Neill et al. 2010). Also shown in
Fig. 1b are the calculated scatter indices (SI), i.e., RMSE normalised

http://www.gebco.net
http://www.ntslf.org


Fig. 1. (a) Our ROMS domain of the northwest European shelf seas, showing bathymetry (in meters, relative to mean sea level) and model validation points (tide gauge
stations = diamonds, velocity data = crosses). (b) Model-data comparisons and statistics (root mean squared error (RMSE) and scatter index (SI)) for M2 and S2 amplitude and
phase of elevations and depth-averaged velocities, respectively.
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by the mean of the observations, and given as percentages (68% SI
for elevations and 614% SI for tidal currents).

To calculate the practical power resource of the northwest
European shelf seas, and the spatial variability in the potential
installed array capacity factor, we consider the extractable resource
for an observed power curve from a grid-connected prototype
turbine – the Seagen-S twin 600 kW (net 1.2 MW), 16 m diameter,
turbine deployed in Strangford Narrows, UK (www.marinetur-
bines.com). We simulate tidal currents in their present, natural
state; i.e., power extraction from individual turbines has not been
simulated. The practical power resource is calculated, post-
simulation, by fitting a polynomial curve to the observed flood/ebb
averaged power curve of the Seagen-S device, where the cut-in
and rated power speeds are 1.0 and 2.7 m s-1, respectively.
Practical power has then been calculated based on depth-averaged
simulated velocities and the power curve. Therefore, several impacts
of power extraction have not been considered in our overall resource
characterisation, such as the vertical current profile, turbine wake
effects and blockage effects, turbine optimisation within an array,
and array-array interactions between neighbouring sites.

4. Variability of the tidal energy resource

4.1. Peak tidal currents

Maximum depth-averaged tidal velocities across the northwest
European shelf seas have been calculated at a horizontal resolution
of approximately 1 km (Fig. 2). Here, we present the summation of
the principal 5 tidal constituents derived from our tidal analysis
(see Section 2); hence currents of this magnitude require all 5 of
these constituents to be in-phase, and will occur less regularly than
every lunar cycle – approximately once per year, in accordance
with the solar annual (Sa) long period tide [34]. High energy sites
suitable for ‘first-generation’ technologies require mean spring
peak current speeds to exceed 2.5 m s-1 and water depths to be
in the range 25–50 m [14], whereas ‘second-generation’ technolo-
gies have been defined as requiring mean spring peak current
speeds to exceed 2 m s-1 and water depths to exceed 25 m [12].
Based on both first- and second-generation technologies, our
analysis has isolated several suitable locations for the deployment
of TEC arrays (regions within the black contours in Fig. 2). These
potential TEC locations can be grouped into the following main
regions: (1) Northern Scotland, particularly around Orkney, and
Faroe; (2) The Irish Sea (noticeably The Bristol Channel, northwest
Anglesey, and southwest Scotland); and (3) The English Channel
(noticeably near Brittany, Normandy, and The Channel islands).
These high-energy regions generally occur due to tidal streaming
around headlands and islands, through channels, or in shallow
waters, and cover a surface area of approximately 9500 km2

(which is approximately 0.5% of the area of the northwest
European shelf seas). Of particular note in Fig. 2 is the large poten-
tial sea space north of the Cherbourg Peninsula in the English
Channel, which includes The Alderney Race, and is reported to
have the capacity to deliver up to 7 TW h per annum of tidal energy
(www.are.gg), which equates to approximately 2% of the energy
generation of the UK [35].

In order to retain computational efficiency, our model res-
olution was not fine enough to fully resolve all potential sites at
shelf scale; in particular, known high-velocity sites within the
Orkney archipelago such as the Fall of Warness [13], or Ramsey
Sound in southwest Wales [36]. Yet, for first-generation technolo-
gies, Lewis et al. [12] demonstrated that increasing model res-
olution beyond 1/60� does not drastically alter large-scale
resource assessment. In order to characterise the extractable
resource and/or optimise several aggregated, discrete development
sites, it is desirable to understand the spatial variability in tidal
currents, rather than simply their peak value, as is common in
the majority of resource assessments (e.g., [1]).

http://www.marineturbines.com
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Fig. 2. Simulated maximum depth-averaged velocities within a sub-section of the northwest European shelf seas, based on tidal analyses of the following tidal constituents:
M2, S2, K1, O1, and M4. The black contours group all potential TEC sites – totalling 9500 km2 where water depths exceed 25 m and mean spring peak velocities exceed 2 m s�1.

1 Assuming one home (in northwest Europe) uses energy at a rate of 1.0 kW h
orld Energy Council: www.wec-indicators.enerdata.eu).
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4.2. Variability of tidal currents over lunar timescales

The spring-neap ratio R (Eq. (1)) has been calculated for the
northwest European shelf seas (Fig. 3). The black contours in
Fig. 3 correspond to those in Fig. 2, and denote potential first-
and second-generation TEC sites – within which R varies from
0.59 (a relatively large variability between spring and neap flow)
to 0.82 (a relatively low variability between spring and neap flow).
Larger R ratios (coloured orange and red in Fig. 3) will generate a
more continuous energy yield over the lunar cycle (i.e., minimising
intermittency over semi-diurnal timescales) and, therefore, could
be an important factor in resource exploitation and optimisation.

At potential TEC sites where there is a relatively large difference
between the magnitudes of the spring and neap tidal current ampli-
tudes, and consequently large variability in peak velocities over the
spring-neap cycle, sub-optimal power will be generated during
neap tides (where, for the majority of the time, currents do not
attain the cut-in velocity threshold to generate power) and full
power potential may not be realised during spring tides, due to
the rated capacity of the turbine, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. In this
example, we compare two contrasting sites with similar mean
spring peak tidal velocities: a site off Alderney in the English
Channel (Fig. 4a; R = 0.75) and a site in the Pentland Firth, Orkney
(Fig. 4b; R = 0.69). In the Pentland Firth, significantly less practical
power can be extracted (based on the Seagen-S turbine) for one
week (during neaps) every fortnight, compared with the Alderney
site (Fig. 4c and 4d), despite very similar mean spring peak tidal cur-
rents (3 m s-1). When integrated over a year, the total annual power
produced was 4.35 GW h at Alderney compared with 3.97 GW h in
the Pentland Firth, based on the measured power curve for the grid-
connected Seagen-S 1.2 MW rated turbine deployed in Strangford
Narrows. This equates to a difference in annual power of approxi-
mately 387 MW h (i.e., approximately 10%), despite similar mean
peak spring velocities. A similar pattern in the calculated theoreti-
cal power density is also shown (Fig. 4e and 4f).

When we examine all potential first- and second-generation TEC
sites, for spring tidal flow, we show that more practical power can
be extracted when R is greater (Fig. 5). In fact, we simulated that for
locations where mean spring peak flow was approximately 3 m s-1,
the annual practical power generated from one device per model
cell varied by approximately 750 MW h (i.e., approximately 15%),
due to variations in the spring-neap ratio, R (Fig. 5). This difference
equates to the annual energy usage for approximately 85 homes.1
(W

http://www.wec-indicators.enerdata.eu


Fig. 3. Spatial variability in the simulated spring-neap cycle of tidal currents, plotted as a ratio R (Eq. (1)). The black contours group all potential TEC sites (see Fig. 2). Larger R
ratios within the black contours signify a large M2 velocity amplitude (UM2) relative to US2, which will generate a more continuous energy yield over the lunar cycle than small
R values. Values of R < 0.65 (outside potential TEC sites) have been set to 0.65 for better visualisation of potential TEC sites.
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We present results based on one device per model cell. Assuming a
device width of 45 m (i.e., the total width from the twin-rotor
Seagen-S device; [37], lateral array spacing of 3 devices, and stream-
line array spacing of 10 devices [38], in a staggered formation [39],
we estimate that the maximum capacity annual practical power
can be up-scaled from the values above, by a factor of approximately
15, neglecting any device feedbacks. It is interesting to note that the
higher tidal-stream sites all had values of R between 0.7 and 0.75.
Further, it is also interesting to note that the ‘tapering off’ of power
generation for higher peak velocities in Fig. 5 is due to excess power
above rated velocities not being captured.

4.3. Diurnal variability of tidal currents

Simulated variability in the tidal current Form ratio, Fu (Eq.
(2b)), has been calculated for the northwest European shelf seas
(Fig. 6). Again, the black contours in Fig. 6 correspond to the poten-
tial first- and second-generation TEC sites shown in Fig. 2 – across
which Fu varies by only a small amount, in the range 0.01–0.2, with
a mean value of 0.03. However, we show that the variability in Fu
does affect energy generation; there exists a relationship between
Fu and generated power, for any given velocity (Fig. 7), based on
the Seagen-S power curve. Indeed, higher values of Fu generally
produce significantly less practical power, for any given velocity,
than lower values of Fu (Fig. 7). For example, sites with maximum
current speeds of 3 m s-1 produce annual practical power, deploy-
ing one device per model cell, in the range 2.5 GW h (high Fu) to
4.1 GW h (low Fu), which can be expressed as a �40% change,
depending on Fu (Fig. 7). Again, the above power values can be
up-scaled by a factor of �15 for maximum array sizes, neglecting
device feedbacks.

4.4. Tidal asymmetry

Finally, the phase relationship between the principal semi-diur-
nal tidal current ð;UM2Þ and its quarter-diurnal harmonic ð;UM4Þ
was calculated, according to Eq. (3). We present an example case
where the flood and ebb currents are equal and the relative phase
relationship is 90� (i.e., A = zero; Fig. 8a and 8b), and so, power gen-
erated on the flood and ebb phases of the tide is equal (Fig. 8d).
Conversely, when the relative phase relationship is 0�, or 180�,
and A = ±1, maximum asymmetry occurs; hence, stronger veloci-
ties are generated during the flooding tide than during the ebbing
tide (Fig. 8a and 8c). Consequently, maximum power generation
may occur once per tidal cycle, rather than twice, and the overall
power production is reduced, compared with the symmetrical case,



Fig. 4. Simulated depth-averaged tidal velocities ðUM2 þ US2Þwith spring-neap ratios (R, Eq. (1)) that are (a) large (Alderney, R = 0.75) and (b) small (Pentland Firth, R = 0.69).
The blue curves indicate velocities which generate power, based on the measured Seagen-S power curve, and black curves indicate when velocities are either too small (below
cut-in speeds) or exceed rated velocities and hence do not contribute to the ‘practical power’. Panels (c) and (d) represent the corresponding practical power generated from
(a) and (b), respectively, where total power output per year is also shown. Corresponding theoretical power density, and total power density per year, is plotted in panels (e)
and (f), respectively.

Fig. 5. Mean spring peak velocity plotted against annual practical power, for all potential TEC sites (see Fig. 2). Annual practical power values correspond to one device per
model cell. Sites are coloured corresponding to their spring-neap ratio R (Eq. (1)), showing that, for any given peak flow, sites with a higher spring-neap ratio produce more
practical power. Two contrasting sites (Alderney, R = 0.75, and Pentland Firth, R = 0.69), corresponding Fig. 4, are shown.
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Fig. 6. Spatial variability in the tidal current Form ratio, Fu (Eq. (2a)). Fu has been capped at an upper bound of 0.3 in the figure in order to visualise variability between
potential TEC sites – denoted by black contours as defined in Fig. 2.
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even though peak velocity is higher (Fig. 8c and 8e). In our example
(Fig. 8c), realistic tidal harmonics have been used at a site in the
Pentland Firth, where we depicted strong tidal asymmetry and
high values of ð;UM4Þ, relative to ð;UM2ÞWe compared the simulated
ð;UM4Þ with ð;UM4 � 90�Þ (Fig. 8b). The relative phase shift of ð;UM4Þ
from tidal symmetry to asymmetry represents a reduction in
power production of 55 MW h per year at this site, even though
peak tidal velocities increase.

The simulated relative phase relationships between ð;UM2Þ and
ð;UM4Þ (Eq. (3)) have been calculated and, so, provide a theoretical
distribution of M4-generated tidal asymmetry (Fig. 9a). Colours in
the figure depict a normalised representation of symmetry/asym-
metry, and our results, at least qualitatively, correspond well with
theoretical simulations of M4-generated net bed shear stress and
sand transport pathways produced by Pingree and Griffith [20].
For example, we simulate tidal symmetry in the central Irish Sea
(where bedload parting is known to occur; [40], tidal asymmetry
around northwest Anglesey (an area which is attractive for TEC
development, and where net sand transport is directed eastwards
into Liverpool Bay; [6], and another region of symmetry, in the
eastern Irish Sea (where sand accumulation takes place; [20]
(Fig. 9a). In the English Channel, we simulate spatial gradients of
tidal symmetry/asymmetry that mirror previous findings in the
literature (e.g., [20,41,42]; at high energy locations in particular,
such as around the Channel Islands, there is a complex distribution
of tidal asymmetry (Fig. 9a), which may affect energy yield and
lead to environmental issues associated with sediment transport
[11,37,43].

Since the first harmonic of M2 manifests itself in shallow coastal
zones due to nonlinear frictional processes, the magnitude of the
UM4 tidal currents are strongest in these regions. For our analysed
potential TEC sites (i.e., 9500 km2), UM4 tends to be relatively small
(since we set a constraint on water depths greater than 25 m) –
with a mean value of 0.094 m s-1 and standard deviation of
0.092 m s�1. However, a maximum value for UM4 of 0.63 m s�1

was simulated, and approximately 10% of the sites experience
UM4 greater than 0.2 m s�1, indicating that the effects of the M4 tide
are important at these locations. Therefore, by calculating A0 (Eq.
(3)) spatially across the European shelf (Fig. 9a), and then multiply-
ing A by the ratio UM4 : UM2 (Fig. 9b), which we call A’ (Eq. (4),
Fig. 9c), we can determine the influence of M4-generated tidal
asymmetry to the energy yield:

A0 ¼ A �
UM4
� �
UM2
� � ð4Þ



Fig. 7. Colour map of annual practical power, for potential TEC sites (i.e., 9500 km2 where water depths exceed 25 m and velocities (M2 + S2) exceed 2 m s�1), plotted relative
to maximum depth-averaged velocity and the tidal current Form ratio, Fu (Eq. (2a)). Annual practical power values correspond to one device per model cell. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. (a) Theoretical tidal asymmetry, based on the relative phase relationships of 2;UM2 � ;UM4 (degrees), plotted against normalised net tidal flow, where ±1 signifies
maximum asymmetry and zero signifies symmetry. Two example tidal currents are shown; resulting in (b) tidal symmetry (i.e., 2;UM2 � ;UM4 ¼ 90�; denoted by a circle in (a))
and (c) tidal asymmetry (i.e., 2;UM2 � ;UM4 ¼ 180�; denoted by a diamond in (a)). M2 and M4 tidal velocities are shown (thin black curves), together with the resultant M2 + M4

(thick) curves (coloured blue above cut-in speeds, based on the Seagen-S power curve). Panels (d) and (e) represent the corresponding practical power generated from (b) and
(c), respectively, over a spring-neap tidal cycle. Total power generation per year is also shown.
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Further, at all potential TEC sites, we calculate the contribution
of the M4 tide to practical power, based on the Seagen-S power
curve and assuming one device per model cell (Fig. 10). The con-
tribution of M4 tidal currents generally reduces power production,
and there is a weak relationship based on tidal asymmetry; less net
power production tends to occur when the tidal currents exhibit
stronger asymmetry (Fig. 10).
4.5. Capacity factor

To summarise the variability in the tidal-stream energy
resource, we have calculated the potential capacity factor across
the northwest European shelf seas, which is perhaps a clearer
characterisation/optimisation of the resource, albeit with less
understanding of the physical processes provided in the previous



Fig. 9. Colour maps of (a) M4-generated relative tidal asymmetry (A, Eq. (3)), (b) the ratio of tidal current amplitudes UM4 : UM2., and (c) the tidal asymmetry metric A0 (Eq.
(4)). Red/orange areas in (a) show tidal asymmetry and yellow areas show tidal symmetry. The black contours denote potential TEC sites – where water depths exceed 25 m
and mean spring peak velocities exceed 2 m s�1 (see Fig. 2) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 10. A metric for tidal asymmetry (A0 , Eq. (4)), based on the relative phase relationships of 2;UM2 � ;UM4 (Eq. (3)) and the ratio of tidal current amplitudes UM4 : UM2, is
plotted against M4-generated change in practical power (i.e., the percentage difference between annual practical power generated from UM2 þ US2 þ UM4

� �
and ½UM2 þ US2�

� �
).

Smaller values along the x-axis denote tidal symmetry, whereas larger values denote asymmetry. Negative values along the y-axis indicate M4-generated reduction in power
production, whereas positive values indicate increased power production. A quantile regression curve (solid blue) denotes the 50th quantile (i.e., line of best fit with
polynomial order = 2) (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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analysis presented here. The capacity factor is defined here, follow-
ing [21], as the mean power production over a year divided by the
maximum (potential) power production. Explicitly, we calculate
annual time series of power at each model grid cell over the north-
west European shelf seas, based on the five analysed tidal con-
stituents and the Seagen-S power curve. These time series
capture power variability throughout different lunar cycles in a
year, together with variability caused by diurnal inequalities and
tidal asymmetries. The annual mean power production is then
divided by the maximum produced power (usually the rated
power value at potential TEC sites) to give the capacity factor at
each model grid cell (Fig. 11). The capacity factor of most (96%)
potential tidal-stream sites is below 50%, the average over the
9500 km2 being 22%, although the maximum capacity factor calcu-
lated was approximately 70% in the Pentland Firth. As one might
expect, higher velocity sites produce a larger capacity factor than
lower tidal-stream sites, since current speeds reach rated capacity
during a longer proportion of each tidal cycle.
5. Discussion

Semi-diurnal tides explain the majority of the tidal energy
resource of the northwest European shelf seas [27]. Indeed, when



Fig. 11. Contour map of the annual Capacity factor of the northwest European shelf seas, based on the potential power production generated from the Seagen-S device. The
primary five tidal constituents were considered in the calculations. The black contours denote all potential TEC sites (see Fig. 2).
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we calculate the annual practical power at potential first- and sec-
ond-generation TEC sites (i.e., 9500 km2), produced by the 5 pri-
mary tidal constituents, the contribution from M2 + S2 accounts
for 75%, or more, with an average contribution of 93%. The remain-
ing 25%, or less, of annually generated power is produced by the
remaining tidal constituents. At some sites, resource assessment
based on the M2 + S2 constituents slightly over-predicts the total
power production, by a few percent, due to the non-linear con-
tributions when considering a wider range of constituents. For
strongly semi-diurnal tidal environments, therefore, the first step
in resource assessments should consider M2 and S2 tidal con-
stituents, which we calculate contributes to an average of 93% of
total practical power production. As a second step, more accurate
resource assessments should consider lower current amplitude
constituents such as, in the case of the northwest European shelf,
K1, O1, and M4.

We have demonstrated that there are large variabilities in the
practical power produced at locations with similar ‘mean spring
peak velocities’. For example, applying the 1.2 MW Seagen-S
device, we simulate annual variability in practical power genera-
tion of 15% for all sites with 3 m s�1 mean spring peak currents,
due to variations in the spring-neap ratio, R (Eq. (1)); a large US2

relative to UM2 generates less net power than a small US2 relative
to UM2. Indeed, mean spring peak velocities as low as 2.75 m s�1

with a high R ratio can produce as much power as 3 m s�1 sites
with a low R ratio. Therefore, developers should consider spring-
neap variability, as well as mean spring peak velocities. Potential
sites with a small range in tidal currents, where US2 is small rela-
tive to UM2, should be preferred for development. Also, these sites
will produce a less intermittent electricity supply throughout the
lunar cycle and could, therefore, be more attractive to developers.

Although the tides of the northwest European shelf are semi-
diurnal, we have shown that additional tidal variabilities exist,
which could be considered as operationally significant (i.e., up to
25% error) and, therefore, should be considered as a second step
in resource assessments. Small diurnal inequalities stem from the
tidal harmonics of K1 and O1, which range in combined tidal cur-
rent amplitude from 0.02 to 0.42 m s�1, at potential tidal-stream
sites of the European shelf. In effect, when comparing several sites
with similar peak tidal flows (such as from observational data),
significant contributions from K1 and O1 tend to reduce the tidal
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currents during one tide per day and, hence, reduce the practical
power available when integrated over a year. Globally, tidal power
density contributions from K1 and O1 tend to be largest (exceeding
1.5 MW m�2) in the northeast Pacific [44], which is a region where
tidal energy projects are being considered (e.g., in Cook Inlet,
Alaska; en.openei.org).

Over a tidal cycle, we have found that more net power can
potentially be generated if both the flood and ebb tidal currents
are equal. At potential tidal-stream sites where relatively strong
tidal asymmetries occur, usually in shallow water regions where
the M4 tide is relatively large and out-of-phase with M2, we show
that in most cases power production is reduced. Due to the
challenges of electricity storage [45] and large variability in elec-
tricity demand and pricing throughout the day [46], significant
daily and semi-diurnal variabilities in available power will render
these sites less attractive for developers.

The criteria for first-generation tidal-stream energy develop-
ment (water depths in the range 25–50 m and mean spring peak
velocities greater than 2.5 m s-1; [14] imposes a significant
limitation of the resource in terms of available sea space [12].
For the northwest European shelf seas, this sea space equates to
an areal extent of 850 km2. If deeper waters were to be considered
for development, and the velocity threshold reduced to 2 m s�1

(i.e., second-generation technologies), the exploitable sea space
increases by an order of magnitude to 9500 km2. Further, if the
minimum water depth for deployment was reduced from 25 m
to 20 m, the extractable surface area would increase by a further
7% and, importantly, these extra regions would be closer to shore,
reducing cabling costs. However, to reduce blockage effects in
shallow waters, the turbine cross sectional area, and so the power
output, would need to be reduced [47]; hence, considerably less
resource is contained in these shallower waters. Additionally, there
are challenges faced by wave-current interactions in shallow
waters [48].

In summary, for semi-diurnal tidal environments, we show
that: (1) resource assessments should be based on power density
rather than the mean spring peak velocities; (2) an operationally
significant error (up to 25%) may occur if only M2 and S2 tidal
constituents are considered; (3) the peak tidal velocity sites have
less temporal variability from O1, K1, and M4 tidal constituents;
therefore, TEC devices with lower rated current speeds need to
be developed to utilise the firm and predictable power generation
potential within the European shelf seas (see [12]; and (4) there is
high spatial variability of the capacity factor due to tidal con-
stituents beyond the M2 and S2 signal, as shown in Fig. 11.

5.1. Assumptions and further research

Here we highlight several assumptions in our work – particu-
larly in terms of calculating the practical resource, which, although
largely beyond the scope of this study, should be the focus of future
research in this important topic. Our results are based on realistic
measurements of power efficiency from one particular horizontal-
axis turbine design which has been deployed, optimised and grid-
connected for one location in a tidal channel (Strangford Lough,
UK). A different device and power curve applied to our modelled
tidal velocities will lead to different results. Hence, a priority for
the industry is to publish designed power curves for future tidal-
stream energy sites/conditions. Therefore, we generalise practical
power generation across the shelf, and it is important to note that
more energy could potentially be generated by other turbines (e.g.,
[21] or by following site-specific turbine/array optimisation.
However, many marine renewables companies are looking to
develop ‘off-the-shelf’ technologies that can be installed at any
location – similar to the situation in the present offshore wind
industry – in which case our assumption is more appropriate.
For fixed-orientation, horizontal-axis turbines, the character of
the tidal ellipse will affect the energy yield, and this has not been
taken into account in our assessment of the resource. Peak flood
and ebb tidal flows are assumed here to be fully exploitable by a
turbine – in a way, assuming that the tidal currents are rectilinear
and that turbines are orientated in-line with the tidal-stream to
maximise power generation. In reality, many high-velocity regions
are not rectilinear; for example, flood and ebb currents can be less
than 180� out of phase due to bathymetric and topographic effects
as the tide propagates around a headland or through a channel
[12,21]. In such circumstances, fixed-orientation turbines cannot
fully exploit both the flood and ebb tidal streams, so a degree of
optimisation, or alternative (e.g., yawing) device design, is
required. Although we apply a 3D model, we have not considered
the vertical current profile in our calculation of the resource.
Future studies may wish to assess the ability of models to simulate
the vertical structure of the horizontal currents, and then re-calcu-
late the resource within the operational depths of turbines.

Wave-tide interactions – the influence of waves on tidal cur-
rents – have not been simulated in this study, but have been shown
to augment or reduce current speeds by up to 10% [10,11]. A
projection of the tidal-stream resource, which also considers
the stochastic nature of the climate, therefore, can be obtained in
future studies by using coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave
modelling systems, such as COAWST [10]. There are many other
processes that will affect the practical power produced by a TEC
array. For example, turbine optimisation within an array, and
array-array interactions between neighbouring sites (e.g., adjacent
model cells), have not been considered in this study. The impact of
power extraction, wake effects and blockage effects, on the down-
stream flow and surrounding flow will affect the resource [49,50].
However, array configuration strategies are largely unknown and
project-specific, and, if lower tidal velocity sites are developed, tur-
bine interaction with the resource itself is not well understood/
represented – especially at lower velocity and deeper water sites.
6. Conclusions

We have developed a high-resolution three-dimensional ocean
model of the northwest European shelf seas – a region with some
of the highest tidal dissipation in the world and surrounded by
nations that are motivated to invest in marine renewables due to
policy and wealth. We have calculated the European tidal-stream
energy resource at higher resolution than has previously been
achieved. We have shown that harmonic variabilities in the tidal
currents can cause significant variabilities in the annual practical
power that is available at potential tidal-stream energy sites.
However, there tends to be less variability (�10%) between lower
energy sites (e.g., sites with mean peak spring velocities around
2 m s-1) than between higher energy sites (e.g., sites with mean peak
spring velocities around 3 m s-1). Hence, counter-intuitively, site
selection based on lower rated turbines, where a larger sea space
is available, may generate more electricity than higher rated
turbines which can only be placed over a relatively limited sea space.
Further, the instantaneous energy production from lower energy
sites will be more evenly distributed throughout a lunar cycle, which
could be regarded as lower risk to potential developers.

Traditional methods of calculating the tidal-stream energy
resource based on the mean spring-neap tide may inaccurately
represent the resource. Where other tidal constituents become sig-
nificant in terms of current amplitude and/or phase, such as S2, K1,
O1 and M4, it will be important for potential developers to resolve
these constituents (i.e., velocity measurements should be of an
appropriate duration for tidal analysis) in their calculation of the
resource and relate the energy production to corresponding daily
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and seasonal peaks in energy demand. Moreover, if firm power
generation or phasing solutions are favoured within and across
tidal energy developments, we find additional significant temporal
variability within the high tidal current flows of the European shelf
seas.
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